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I am Dr. Shaun Kildare, Senior Director of Research at Advocates for Highway and Auto Safety.  Advocates is 
a unique alliance of consumer, medical, public health, law enforcement, and safety groups and insurance 
companies and agents working together to make America’s roads safer.  We accomplish this through the 
adoption of federal and state laws, policies, and programs that prevent motor vehicle crashes, save lives, reduce 
injuries, and contain costs. 

Children being unknowingly left in or independently accessing hot cars result in tragic, yet preventable, 
fatalities.  The way these avoidable deaths will end is with proven technology.  A bill in Congress called the Hot 
Cars Act (H.R. 3593) would direct the installation of available and affordable occupant detection and alert 
technology in all new cars. This legislation was included in the ground-breaking Moving Forward Act (H.R. 2) 
thanks to the leadership of Representative Jan Schakowsky (D-IL) who has made this issue one of her top 
priorities. I would also like to laud all the cosponsors of the Hot Cars bills including Senator Richard 
Blumenthal (D-CT). 

Unfortunately, some Members of Congress and members of the auto industry are not in support of a 
requirement for the technology and instead point to a voluntary agreement made by the Alliance of Automobile 
Manufacturers and the Association of Global Automakers (which have now combined to form the Alliance for 
Automotive Innovation) to install rear seat reminders by the 2025 model year.  However, this agreement is no 
substitute for the need to enact the Hot Cars Act.  Voluntary agreements have serious and substantial 
shortcomings. 

This sentiment was the underpinning for a seminal highway safety law called the National Traffic and Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act which was enacted in 1966.  During its deliberations, the Senate rejected voluntary actions 
stating, “The promotion of motor vehicle safety through voluntary standards has largely failed.” It is critical to 
note the difference between voluntary agreements or voluntary industry standards and federal safety regulations. 
Voluntary agreements are not legally binding and are completely unenforceable.  Should a participant choose 
not to comply at all, just partially comply, or ignore the deadline, they are free to do so without any 
consequence.  Additionally, unlike regulations which are customarily research-based and adopted after multiple 
rounds of public review and comment, voluntary agreements need not be based on any data and are often made 
with minimal public participation and transparency, if any at all.  

Lastly to this point, I would like to refer to a famous quote, “Those who cannot remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it.”  In 2016, automakers voluntarily agreed to equip their vehicles with automatic 
emergency braking (AEB) systems, as standard equipment, by 2023. Yet, by the beginning of this year, five 
manufacturers had compliance rates below 40 percent, including GM with a compliance rate of only 29 percent 
and Fiat / Chrysler with a compliance rate of a mere 10 percent.  It is worth noting that these two companies 
account for more than a quarter of the U.S. market.  Moreover, the AEB requirements in the voluntary 
agreement were less robust than those established in other test programs here and abroad at that time.  And, we 
already have seen recalls for AEB systems equipped under this voluntary agreement, as well as a lack of 
consistency in AEB performance across makes and models.  In short, the voluntary agreement has not 
accelerated marketplace saturation but has allowed companies to lag way behind others and has set an 
unbelievably low bar for the capability and performance of the technology. 



I would now like to discuss the great and gaping problems specifically with the voluntary agreement on hot cars 
technology.  The agreement notes that a system must “consider the potential presence” of an occupant and 
provide an alert when there is “the potential presence” of an occupant (emphasis added). This allows for 
technology which does not detect, but rather essentially guesses whether there may be a child left in a vehicle.  
These systems can either provide a reminder every time the vehicle is shut off, or the alert can be based on 
whether a rear door was opened at some point regardless of whether that was for a child, a package, or anything 
else.  Essentially, these systems can result in numerous alerts that are false positives.  Additionally, we know 
that many of the hot car deaths happen due to mental lapses caused by a number of reasons including change in 
routine, fatigue (especially for newer parents), and distraction.  Reminders which meet the bare requirements of 
the voluntary agreement could remind drivers to check the rear seat so many times including when there 
actually is no child in the vehicle, that drivers could eventually become habituated to the warnings and ignore 
them.  In other words, they become like “white noise.”  Furthermore, we know that hot car deaths happen when 
children gain access to vehicle independently.  Sadly, this has happened in more than half of the hot car 
fatalities this year.  Systems which comply with the voluntary agreement would do nothing to address these 
incidents and prevent these fatalities.   

The concluding point I would like to make is that the technologies required by the Hot Cars Act not only would 
save the lives of those left in hot vehicles but also could provide additional benefits.  These advanced occupant 
detection systems could supplement existing safety systems to improve seatbelt reminders (including for those 
in the rear seat) and the safety performance of airbags and other equipment.  Depending on the design, these 
systems might even help eliminate the need for multiple additional sensors which were previously necessary, 
perhaps even saving carmakers money.  Moreover, the ability of a vehicle to detect and classify all occupants 
will likely be critical as autonomous vehicles, or AVs, move onto our roads in the future.  AVs will need to 
know the number of occupants and whether they are properly restrained before beginning to move.  Thus, the 
technologies required by the Hot Cars Act will be critical to saving lives both now and for years to come. 

For all of these reasons, the Hot Cars Act is an essential piece of legislation to ensure that every new vehicle is 
equipped with lifesaving technology to detect and initiate an alert to the presence of an occupant.  You wouldn’t 
want your brakes to potentially work when you press them.  Similarly, we don’t want hot cars warning systems 
that may potentially stop someone from avoidably dying.  It’s time for this proven, affordable technology to be 
standard equipment in all new cars.  Until Congress enacts the Hot Cars Act, every passing day – especially 
during these dogged days of summer – presents an unnecessary, and potentially deadly risk. 
 
Before I introduce the segment with videos from four companies describing how their hot car detection and 
alert technology works, I want to thank Janette Fennell, Amber Rollins and most especially Jenny Stanley.  
Also, I would like to express my deepest sympathy to all the families whose children perished in a hot car 
incident.  These families relive the worst times of their lives when they do advocacy efforts so that other 
families will not experience the type of devastation they have.  As the father of two young children, I thank you 
for your heroism and selflessness to protect all children.   


